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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The following Practicum analyzes the development potential of a proposed assemblage 

in Merrifield, VA, and incorporates various topics covered in the Johns Hopkins MS Real 

Estate Program.  For the purposes of clarifying person/possession in the written version 

of the analysis, the analysis is written as a third-party development proposal by BTN & 

Partners, Inc. (BTN – the Author) for Merrifield Land Buyer, LLC (MLB – a fictional land 

purchaser) for MLB’s use in determining the most profitable mix of uses, within legal and 

financial constraints, for the project (Merrifield Assemblage – MFA).  MLB currently has 

the assemblage under contract and is undergoing feasibility exercises.   

BTN’s analysis of MFA will focus on the topics below, covered in the written portion to 

follow and the attached exhibits:   

 Site Selection and Market Analysis – Overview of the site and surrounding areas, 

demographics, market supply and demand. 

 Land Use and Public Policy – Outline of the current and planned zoning, the 

process required to obtain development approvals and an analysis of the potential 

for zoning approval of various uses at MFA. 

 Development Strategy – Recommendations for completing the assemblage and the 

types of uses to incorporate in the development, the time line for completion of 

the investment period and identification of the product to be delivered.   

 Financial Analysis – A detailed review of the capital structure, land costs, hard 

costs and soft costs, potential cash flows and reversion revenues and a sensitivity 

analysis. 
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 Development Management Plan and Legal Concerns – Description of ideas to 

navigate the development process successfully with minimal repercussions. 

The analysis concluded that a mixed-use project, anchored by residential with a 

complimentary retail and office component, would obtain the highest density allowed by 

Fairfax County and provide the greatest return to MLB, as demonstrated in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 – MFA Mixed-Use Investment Returns 

  Retail Office Residential Blended Total 
Individual Use 
-Leveraged 
IRR: 

1.33% 16.22% 25.78% 21.92% 

 

BTN’s analysis of a single-use residential option concluded that, while the IRR for 

residential above appears to demonstrate the need to pursue a single-use project, the 

mixed-use option provided a density bonus that drove the blended mixed-use IRR 

shown (21.92%) well above the single-use residential IRR (10.07%). 
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II. SITE SELECTION AND MARKET ANALYSIS 

GENERAL SITE INFORMATION 

MFA is the proposed result of a nine-parcel assemblage in Merrifield, VA.  Merrifield 

provides prime access to the major transportation arteries in Northern Virginia, 

including Interstate 495 (the Washington Beltway), Interstate 66 and Routes 50 and 29.  

Downtown Washington, DC is easily accessible via I-66 and Route 50, approximately 

nine miles to the east or 15-30 minutes drive time depending on traffic conditions (see 

Figure 2 below).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 – Merrifield in Fairfax County 
(*Fairfax County Economic Development Authority (EDA)) 
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Tysons Corner is a brief two miles to the north on Gallows Road.  The Dunn Loring / 

Merrifield Metro station is located at I-66 and Gallows road, providing convenient 

access to the Metro Orange Line, running parallel with I-66 directly into Washington 

DC to the east and Vienna, VA to the west.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Assemblage is bordered on the north by existing office and residential structures, 

on the south by Merrifield Avenue, the east by Merrilee Drive and on the west by Dorr 

Avenue.   The roads along the west, south and east borders are shared with existing 

industrial / flex use buildings (see Figure 4 below and Exhibit  C – Existing Conditions 

Photos).   

Previously an industrial area with a minimal retail presence and no Class A residential 

properties, Merrifield is undergoing a renaissance as a result of Fairfax County’s 

Merrifield Suburban Center Plan14, which was initiated in 2000.  The Suburban Center 

Plan is discussed in detail in Section III - Land Use & Public Policy. 

Figure 3 – Merrifield & Surrounding Area 
(*www.fairfaxcounty.gov) 
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Existing uses currently onsite include a marble and granite distributor, a Class-B office 

building, a dirt parking lot, a fitness equipment distributor and a paint supply vendor.  

Several of the existing buildings have vacant space available for lease.  The existing lots 

are listed in Exhibit J – Land Value Analysis.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 5 – Proposed MFA with Existing Uses 

Dunn Loring Metro 
Station 

Figure 4 – Aerial View of 
Surrounding Streets 

(googlemaps.com) 
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MFA SWOT Analysis:   
 
 STRENGTHS:    

o Proximity to mass transportation including rail, highway and airports.   

o County-supported revitalization district with density bonuses. 

o Pedestrian and vehicular-friendly circulation roads.  

 WEAKNESSES:   

o Some neighbors need to revitalize before a critical mass is established. 

o Limited traffic accessibility and visibility from Lee Highway / Route 29 and 

Gallows Road. 

o Potential below and above-grade environmental issues.   

 OPPORTUNITIES:   

o Capitalize on proposed mixed-use property at the Dunn Loring Metro, providing 

an alternate mixed-use project away from the congestion of a Metro site.  

o Southern and eastern border roads are planned to become sub-arteries 

connecting Prosperity Avenue with Gallows Road.  MFA does not have to 

contribute land to the future connections, as several adjacent land owners do.  

 THREATS:   

o Washington Metro Area housing supply could exceed demand due to excess 

inventory. 

o Competition from other larger-scale mixed-use projects could suffocate the site 

and extend lease-up projections.   

o Political climate change could limit approvals of the optional density bonuses.  

o Traffic mitigation and Work-Force housing initiatives may exist. 
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DEMOGRAPHICS 

Regional Economy - MRIS and Delta Associates1 report that the economy in the 

Washington Metro Area remains one of the strongest in the nation.  Businesses are 

continuing to expand, although at a reduced pace compared to last year.  Job growth 

and low unemployment are primary factors in the continued growth of the regional 

economy. 

The Washington Metro Area continues to outperform most other large metro areas in 

terms of job growth.  Delta Associates1 also points out that of the 74,000 new jobs 

created in the Washington Metro Area in the last year, 52% were in Northern Virginia.  

The District of Columbia created 15% of the new jobs and Suburban Maryland created 

33%.  The primary sectors leading job growth are Professional and Business Services, 

Education/Health and Retail Trade. 

Unemployment in the Washington area remains steady at 3.5%, the same rate as the 

previous year according to the Bureau of Labor and Statistics2.  Well below the national 

rate of 4.7%, the Washington Metro Area’s unemployment rate is the lowest in the 

nation compared to other major metro areas.  Dr. Stephen Fuller of George Mason 

University indicates that 65,500 new payroll jobs are projected to be created in the 

Washington Area by the end of 2007 and growth should continue into 2008 and 2009 

with 56,500 new jobs per annum3. 

According to CB Richard Ellis and the Federal Office of Housing Enterprise Oversight4, 

the housing market in the Metro Washington Area continues to be the national leader 

in terms of appreciation, absorption and volume.  The Housing Price index Percentage 

Change over the last two years in the Washington PMSA exceeded 20%, significantly 
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above the 27-year average compound rate of 6.96%.  Between 1990 – 1997 the 

cumulative Housing Price Index percentage change was 1.4%, compared with 143% 

between 1997 – 2005.   

Fairfax County is a major economic force in the Washington Metro Area,  accounting 

for 24% of the regional economy in 2000, compared to 14% in 19805.  Additionally, 

Fairfax County notes that its population doubled since 1970 while its number of jobs 

increased 5.5 times during the same timeframe.  MRIS and Delta Associates1 believe 

weaknesses in the housing market are offset by strength in other sectors as employment 

growth, population gains and income growth continue across the region. 

While remaining in the shadows of what are perceived as more-desirable submarkets in 

Tysons Corner and Reston, Merrifield is the third-largest office submarket in Fairfax 

County, boasting 8.76 million sf of office space over 103 buildings, according to 

Staubach6.  The average asking rent is $28.16/sf across the available inventory, and 

$30.38 for Class A space, which accounts for 70% of the office space in Merrifield.   The 

Fairfax County Economic Development Authority notes that Merrifield had a 2.9% 

unemployment rate in 200611. 

Given the regional job drivers and capacity of the submarket, several major employers 

have offices in the submarket, including ExxonMobil, General Dynamics, Raytheon, 

INOVA Fairfax Hospital, Teoco Corporation, Verizon, Fairfax County Public Schools, 

and Hewlett Packard.    

BTN noted that Merrifield’s existing residents, as of the 2000 US Census, represent 

approximately 10% of the total number of daily office workers in Merrifield.  Please 

reference Figure 6. 
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This phenomenon of 90% of workers commuting to work in Merrifield demonstrates 

the transient nature of the existing workforce.  BTN believes the traffic generated by 

commuters traveling the various convenient major transportation arteries presents 

opportunities for both retail and residential in Merrifield that are not found in other 

adjacent submarkets outside of Tysons Corner. 

Demographic indicators are grouped in three market categories for the purposes of this 

analysis:  Fairfax County, Greater-Merrifield and Sub-Merrifield.  Please reference 

Exhibit F for the complete list of demographic figures on these three areas7, and Exhibit 

D for a graphical representation of the market categories. 

Fairfax County’s 2006 population of 1,033,985 is projected to reach 1,077,945 by 2011 – 

an 11.2% increase since 2000.  Greater Merrifield represents 123,225 of Fairfax 

County’s 2006 population, and a projected 130,986 of the 2011 population.   Sub-

Merrifield includes 13,428 of the 2006 population and 14,317 of the projected 2011 

population.  Both Fairfax County and Greater-Merrifield are projected to increase their 

populations 11% from 2000-2011, at an average of 1% per annum.  Sub-Merrifield’s 

population is projected to increase nearly 30% during the same timeframe, or 2.7% per 

annum8.   

Figure 6 – Merrifield Office Workers 
Office SF in Merrifield  8,760,000  
Office workers in Merrifield (assuming 300sf/Worker and 5% vacancy)      27,740  
Merrifield Residents employed FIRE, Professional Services, Health 
Services industries        2,770  
Net migration of workers into Merrifield, assuming all residents are 
employed in Merrifield      24,970  
Percentage of total works in Merrifield that migrate. 90% 
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BTN believes the significant increase in sub-Merrifield’s projected population as 

compared to Fairfax County overall demonstrates Sub-Merrifield’s foundation for 

growth and revitalization.  Additionally, the greater percentage increase in Sub-

Merrifield is a reflection of a limited-to-non-existent supply of raw land in Fairfax 

County, especially at transportation hubs such as Merrifield.   

Sub-Merrifield’s population variation from Fairfax County is also demonstrated through 

data on the number of households.  Both Fairfax County and Greater-Merrifield are 

projected to increase the number of households approximately 12% from 2000 – 2011.  

Comparatively, Sub-Merrifield is projected to increase households nearly 29% during the 

same timeframe. 

The distinction that Sub-Merrifield shows in population and household growth when 

compared to Greater Merrifield and Fairfax County, is also shown in Sub-Merrifield’s 

age, income and home value information.  The median age for Fairfax County and 

Greater-Merrifield is projected to be 39 in 2011, while Sub-Merrifield’s median age is 

projected to be 33, demonstrating Sub-Merrifield’s significantly younger population.2  

Additionally, both Fairfax County and Greater Merrifield project their median age to 

increase approximately three years, from 36 to 39, between 2000 – 2011.  Sub-

Merrifield’s median age increase is projected to be total of less than one year during the 

same timeframe, holding at 32.   

Fairfax County projects that the median household income will reach $121,000 by 2011, 

with Greater-Merrifield and Sub-Merrifield trailing at $115,000 and $97,000 respectively.  

Sub-Merrifield is projected to close the gap on Fairfax County, with the County 
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expecting a 51% increase in median household income between 2000 – 2011 and a 

projected 54% increase in Sub-Merrifield during the same timeframe11. 

Projected 2011 median home values in both Greater Merrifield ($450,000) and Sub-

Merrifield ($387,000) are well below Fairfax County’s overall projected median home 

value of $553,000. 

Analysis of the demographic data, provided by Fairfax County, ESRI and summarized in 

EXHIBIT E by BTN, demonstrates the population and housing boom anticipated in 

Merrifield by 2011, and provides a glimpse of the type of individual that would be 

targeted for new housing in Sub-Merrifield.   

Figure 7 – 2011 Target Demographic for Sub-Merrifield 
Median Age 32.7 
Median Household Income $ 96,527 
Median Home Value $ 386,974 

 

Compared to Fairfax County and Greater-Merrifield, residents of Sub-Merrifield would 

be younger (by six median-age years), have a 25% lower household income and a 43% 

lower-valued home.   

MARKET ANALYSIS 

The Washington Metro Area housing market has experienced historical highs in sales 

volume and prices, which resulted in a spike in building permits, particularly in 

condominiums, according to Delta Associates1. With little-to-no raw land left for 

development, developers are focusing on infill sites and repositioning existing assets in 

order to respond to increasing demand in the area.  Their efforts worked, resulting in 
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what most experts, including the George Mason Center for Regional Analysis3, agree as 

a temporary housing surplus in the Washington Metro Area. 

Condominium developers are most noticeably affected by the surplus and are 

experiencing an increasing inventory of available units with additional unsold units 

planned or under construction.  CB Richard Ellis4 expects the current surplus to result 

in a sales volume closer to historic averages and some reduction in prices in for-sale 

multifamily units.  BTN believes area developers notice these market indicators which 

will result in a lag in new building permits for the next two years. 

Development of new residential units in Fairfax County’s transit-oriented locations is 

primarily suburban-to-urban infill or repositioning of current uses.  The County 

recognizes the lack of raw land available in areas that would provide traditional drivers 

for growth and is championing smart-growth redevelopment of key transit-oriented 

locations through the Revitalization Districts14.  Population growth would not be 

possible in these areas unless additional supply is introduced for future residents to 

occupy.   

In the Sub-Merrifield market, the influx of condominiums listed in Exhibit E stands to 

saturate the market and could fall in line with the greater Washington area’s potential 

for a two-to three-year absorption period for units scheduled to deliver in the next 18-

24 months (reference Exhibit E – Pipeline).  Sub-Merrifield does differentiate itself in 

that the potential areas for additional supply, if proposed in accordance with Fairfax 

County’s revitalization initiatives, would be supported by the County and could generate 

community support since they would replace existing and less-desirable industrial or flex 

uses.   
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Existing, under construction and planned multifamily projects in the Greater-Merrifield 

area are listed in Exhibit E – Market Comparables.   Of those projects, the primary 

competition within Sub-Merrifield’s Class A multifamily market is summarized below, 

with additional information available in Exhibit E: 

 The Halstead (Existing) DSF/Long developed a pair 

of garden-style condominium buildings across the 

street from the Dunn Loring Metro parking lot, on 

the south side of Prosperity Avenue.  The pair of 

buildings includes 445 units and approximately 2,000 

SF of retail space.  All units are sold.   

 

 Wilton House (Existing)  LCOR developed a 15-story, 

259-unit condominium tower adjacent to The Halstead and 

The Courtyard by Marriott.  All units are sold.   

 

 

 The Vantage (Under Construction)  Uniwest 

Construction, Inc. is building a pair of nine-story 

condominium towers, with associated mixed-use 

facilities, adjacent to the proposed Merrifield Town 

Center.  The Vantage includes 270 condominium 

units, over 100,000 SF of office and retail space and 

associated parking.  All units are sold.   

www.halsteadcondo.com 

www.lcor.com/news-wilton.html 

www.vantagecondo.com 
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 Merrifield Town Center  (Proposed) 

Clark Realty is proposing a PDC-zoned project referred to as The Merrifield Town 

Center.  According to CB Richard Ellis4, The Merrifield Town Center is billed as a high 

quality, mixed-use development centered around the site of the existing multiplex 

cinemas on the south side of Route 50 just west of Gallows Road.  The Town Center 

will include retail/restaurants, a theatre, residential multifamily units, structured parking 

and commercial office space distributed over 1.5 million square feet9.  Two phases are 

proposed for the project, the first incorporating the southern portion that will include 

infrastructure improvements, the theatre and associated retail and parking.  The second 

phase will include the residential portion.  The rezoning application indicates that the 

project will include a main street, town green and park spaces.   

Figure 8 – Merrifield Town Center4 

Use Proposed Floor Area 
Residential 550,000 GFA +/- 
Retail / Restaurant 700,000 GFA +/- 
Theatre 120,000 GFA +/- 
Office 300,000 GFA +/- 
Hotel 300,000 GFA +/- 
Total PDC Up to 1.639 Million GFA 

 

Proposed at a maximum 1.2 FAR, the Merrifield Town Center would include 500 – 635 

multifamily units, which includes 32 affordable dwelling units.  A full-service grocery 

store is also anticipated as part of the retail usage. 

 Dunn Loring / Merrifield Metro Station Parking Lot (Proposed – see Exhibit E)  

According to the Fairfax County10, Trammell Crow Residential is partnering with 

WMATA to rezone the 14.06-acre Metro station parking lot to accommodate 

900,000+SF of mixed-use residential and retail, as well as a 2,000-space WMATA 
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parking structure, increasing the Metro parking onsite by greater than 30%.  The 

residential portion of the project (eight acres) is proposed at 2.25 FAR, with 550 – 720 

multifamily units.  The balance of the site is proposed at 1.37 FAR.  The Fairfax County 

Board of Supervisors approved the project on 12/04/06, and Trammell Crow plans to 

begin construction in Fall 2008. 

Figure 9 – Dunn Loring / Merrifield Metro Station Parking Lot 

Use Proposed Floor Area 
Residential 586,000 – 812,000 SF 
Secondary (Retail) 80,000 – 105,000 SF 
 917,000 SF +/-  

 

The comparable properties in Sub-Merrifield are all condominiums with their own 

individual nuances that differentiate themselves from each other.  The Halstead is a 

stick-built, garden-style project with a minimum amount of ground floor retail (which 

has yet to lease despite full occupancy of the building).  The Wilton House is a high-rise 

concrete structure with an adjacent, although separate, mid-rise, limited-service hotel.  

The Vantage is a mid-rise concrete structure with significant ground-floor retail, and is 

in position to capitalize on the future Merrifield Town Center.  Halstead and Wilton 

House both offer premium access to the Dunn Loring Metro, as well as the future retail 

to be developed in the Metro parking lot.   

Introducing a new product in this competitive market requires analyzing these specific 

features of the existing and proposed projects.  A residential project at MFA would seek 

to differentiate itself from the competition and capitalize on what could be perceived as 

weaknesses of the parcel as it currently exists.   
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Washington area job growth is the primary demand driver for residential housing.  

Unemployment rates well below national averages are also a factor in job-growth-

related demand. 

Demographic shifts and changes in household composition are resulting in different 

types of demand than traditionally found in the housing market.  BTN estimates that 

greater than 90% of the housing pipeline in Fairfax County is multifamily apartments or 

condominiums (reference Exhibit E).  Fairfax County5 points out that 70% of the housing 

units in 1970 were single family detached.  The shift towards multifamily can be 

attributed to decreased availability of raw land, and is also a function of an increasing 

number of single people, who, according to the Joint Center for Housing Studies of 

Harvard University, are the fastest growing market segment due to divorce, an increase 

in the median age at first marriage, a decline in remarriage rates and a growing number 

of widows.  The demands associated with this emerging demographic have resulted in a 

trend towards convenience and smart growth practices in new housing developments. 

MRIS and Delta Associates1 believe that the recent decline in the Washington area for-

sale housing market is not a function of reduction in demand but rather a reduced sense 

of urgency on the part of home buyers.   Home buyers are faced with a myriad of 

market-related factors, including price reductions, builder incentives and interest rate 

fluctuation; most have decided to take a “wait and see” approach to the market.  As a 

result, inventories are up and may take 24-36 months to absorb.   

In comparison, the Washington area apartment market is thriving as first-time home 

buyers are being priced out of the single-family housing market and look towards 

renting as a more viable option for the time being.  According to Delta Associates1, the 
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stabilized vacancy rate for the Washington area investment-grade apartments declined 

to 1.4% from 2.0% one year ago.  Class A rents increased 6.3% since September 2005.   

5,066 Class A and B apartments were absorbed over the last 12 months at an average of 

20 units per project per month, which is the highest level in five years per MRIS and 

Delta Associates.  The apartment pipeline has adjusted to address the increased 

apartment demand, growing to over 26,000 units in the Washington area compared to 

18,000 units last year.  BTN believes this seemingly-overnight adjustment is the result of 

several projects converting from condo to apartment.   

BTN concludes that the market drivers indicate an apartment use would be preferred 

option over condominium for a potential MFA residential use. 
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III. LAND USE AND PUBLIC POLICY  

CURRENT ZONING, MASTER PLAN, OTHER LOCAL JURISDICTIONAL REGULATIONS 

The Fairfax County Comprehensive Plan publicizes the Zoning policy in Fairfax County 

14, a State law requirement that provides a guideline for County agencies to make 

decisions regarding zoning and development in accordance with County goals.  The 

Comprehensive Plan is comprised of an overall Policy Plan that provides general 

direction on county-wide development issues and four Area Plans that include site-

specific guidelines.  The MFA parcel is part of the Area 1 / Merrifield Suburban Center 

portion of the Comprehensive Plan.  Area plans include guidelines for development 

density, uses, continuity of parcels, vehicular and pedestrian circulation, public / open 

space, contributions to county-wide initiative funds, parking ratios and building heights. 

The Merrifield Suburban Center plan is also a targeted Revitalization Area in Fairfax 

County.  Fairfax County Revitalization Districts and Areas were created in 1998 by the 

Board of Supervisors11 in an effort to support and assist the renewal of dated 

commercial and residential areas.  The Fairfax County Office of Community 

Revitalization and Reinvestment aids the revitalization effort by providing zoning 

assistance, business incentives, loan programs and flexibility in development 

requirements.  BTN suggests MLB work closely with this department during the 

entitlement of MFA.   

Merrifield’s Suburban Center plan intends to transform the existing industrial and flex 

buildings into mixed-use properties.  The land unit plan envisions intense development 

in two core areas: the Dunn Loring Metro parking lot and the area immediately south of 
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Route 50 just west of Gallows Road (Merrifield Town Center – reference Exhibit E.6 for 

a map of these core areas).  The areas in between the cores would gradually step-down 

in density further from the cores.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MFA is located closer to the Dunn Loring Metro than the proposed Town Center, and 

the lots within MFA that are located closest to the Metro have the option for the 

greatest density, as provided by the sub-unit descriptions in the Land Unit C portion of 

the Comprehensive Plan (Reference Exhibit B for a map of the sub-unit associated with 

the MFA). 

BTN assumes that Fairfax County would consider the blended average FAR of all nine 

lots within the assemblage as the overall FAR for the future assemblage based on 

precedence on other similar assemblages conducted in the County.  Please reference 

Merrifield’s Suburban Center is divided 

into land units shown in Figure 11, 

which are further divided into sub-

units for site-specific recommendations 

regarding planned uses, density and 

building heights.  The MFA assemblage 

is located in Land Unit C (noted by the 

red star in Figure 11), which consists of 

existing industrial and flex-use 

properties when the Sector Plan was 

created. 

Figure 11 – Sector Plan (Fairfax County EDA)
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Figure 12 for a summary of the existing parcels and the FAR available through the 

optional mixed-use development density bonus . 

Figure 12 – Existing Lots with Optional Mixed-Use FAR 

Lot Street 
Number Land SF Optional By-

Right FAR 
Potential 

Buildable FAR 
2711 73,146 1.35 98,747 

2721 73,438 1.35 99,141 

2723 80,015 1.35 108,020 

8304 28,069 1.8 50,524 

8302 28,104 1.8 50,587 

8300 45,131 1.8 81,236 

2726 43,562 1.8 78,412 

2724 43,562 2.25 98,015 

2722 43,562 2.25 98,015 

  458,589 1.66 762,696 

  10.53  Acres   

*Reference Exhibit A.5 for the existing lot street numbers. 
 

The existing lots closest to the Metro, in sub-unit C-1, (2724, 2722) hold the highest 

optional by-right FAR, and the FAR decreases as distance from the Metro increases 

(Sub-Units C-3 & C-4).  Each sub-unit also mentions the preferred use required in order 

to obtain the maximum FAR allowed, and each of the MFA sub-units requires a mixed-

use residential product with supporting retail.   

The MFA parcel lies in the center of several proposed transportation infrastructure 

improvements, both at the County level (as shown on Exhibit S) and within the 

Merrifield Suburban Center.  According to the Comprehensive Plan14, those 

improvements include:   
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A- Extension of Merilee Dr. to Prosperity Ave.  

B- Realignment of Merilee Dr. and Eskridge Rd.  

C- Extension of Merrifield Ave. to Providence Forrest Dr.  

D- Extension of Merrifield Ave. to Prosperity Ave.  

E- Widening of Gallows Rd & Lee Hwy and improving the intersection of the two roads. 

(demonstrated in Figure 13 below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 – Proposed 
Transportation 
Infrastructure 
Improvements 

(MS Live Search, BTN) 
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The Merrifield Revitalization District (through the Suburban Center Plan and 

Comprehensive Plan) assists in the development of individual parcels by providing an 

overall transportation improvement plan, which allows potential developers to 

understand the County’s desires regarding future traffic and circulation patterns.  In 

addition to traffic infrastructure, working within the Revitalization District also provides 

an early indication to natural gas, domestic water, stormwater, electric and 

telecommunication utilities for those respective utilities to plan ahead for future 

revitalization efforts.  This process makes a development within the District more 

appealing than a rural / agricultural area since not only is the desire for change present 

in the local jurisdictional authorities, but the plans are in place to make the 

infrastructure necessary to support the increased demand for utilities and 

transportation available. 

STEPS REQUIRED FOR APPROVAL OF PROPOSED USE 

BTN has recently been through the Fairfax County zoning approval process and can 

draw on internal experience to provide a rough guide through approvals.   

In order to modify, expand, and / or reuse existing buildings within the Merrifield 

Suburban Center, the proposed redevelopment must comply with the land use 

requirements outlined in the Comprehensive Plan.  Since the proposed uses for MFA 

would require approval of the optional uses provided in each sub-unit, MLB should 

approach County Staff initially to confirm that the proposed uses fall within the 

interpretation of each sub-unit’s option.  Following the staff’s initial approval, the MFA 

Conceptual Development Plan (CDP) is submitted to the Planning Commission for 

consideration.  Through various meetings with staff and public hearings with the Planning 
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Commission the MFA CDP would eventually be approved and released to the County 

Board of Supervisors.  The Board would also consider the CDP during public hearings, 

ultimately resulting in approval of the CDP and allowing the final site and building plans 

to be submitted for permitting.  Since the proposed uses fall within the options provided 

in each sub-unit, a zoning appeal process would not be necessary.  

POTENTIAL FOR SINGLE-USE OR MIXED-USE 

Understanding Fairfax County’s land use regulations, review and approval process for 

entitlements and the County’s suggested uses for the proposed assemblage, BTN 

conducted an initial analysis of three individual uses (Retail, Office and Residential) to 

determine the preferred use, or mix of uses.  The legal (land use), financial and market 

restrictions were considered over each of the potential single-use projects, as well as 

one mixed-use scenario, in order to recommend a product that would provide both the 

highest-and-best use of the land and would provide the greatest return on investment 

for MLB.  BTN assumed the same land value for each use in order to provide an even 

analysis between the uses, and also assumed the financing terms would be the same for 

each use.  Both of these assumptions would not be applicable to a stand-alone analysis 

of each use and are incorporated for comparison between uses only. 

Retail-Only Use – The Comprehensive Plan indicates all sub units are currently planned 

for office / warehouse / industrial with supporting retail, and include optional increased 

density for mixed-use projects.  Currently a retail-only use is not planned, since it would 

require a zoning amendment to the Comprehensive Plan in order to obtain entitlement 

approval.   
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Through interviews with local retail brokers, BTN determined a multi-story, regional 

mall-type use would not be desired, which would limit the retail structure to a single-

story footprint.  The potential maximum FAR, even for a single-story footprint, would 

demand an overall parking count that would eliminate the possibility for strictly surface 

parking.  Below-grade parking would not be feasible due to the existing soil / rock 

conditions onsite12.  Structured parking is an option, but it would compromise the 

building FAR due to the open-space requirements imposed by Fairfax County.  As a 

result of the exclusive single-story market demand, the need for structured parking and 

the open-space requirements, the potential buildable FAR is greatly reduced (reference 

Exhibit O.1 for detailed retail-only FAR analysis), which results in a before-tax projected 

IRR of 0.68% (shown in Figure 14 below and Exhibit O.2). 

Office-Only Use – An office-only use could fall within the current allowed uses in each 

sub-unit, assuming the County would consider adjacent retail uses on unassociated 

parcels as enough support for the proposed single-use office development.  A small 

(1,000 SF) café could classify as a supportive retail use onsite, and is currently 

incorporated into several neighboring office (Metro Place 2, 3 & 4, according to brokers 

with Opus East, LLC).  A single-use office development is feasible within the current 

land-use regulations.   

The comparable properties (Metro Place 2, 3 & 4) are all multi-story, providing the basis 

for an assumption that office on the MFA site will also be multi-story, and will include 

structured parking similar to the comparable properties.  A multi-story structure and 

structured parking will allow for maximum FAR usage, and the parking ratio will be 

decreased from the County standard of 4 per 1000 spaces to 3 per 1000 spaces due to 
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the proximity to the Metro.   Exhibit P, the single-use office proforma, indicates a 

before-tax IRR of 12.99%, which is the greatest potential return of the three single-use 

analyses. 

The potential introduction of roughly 475,000 square feet of office space would 

represent the largest office structure outside of Fairview Park (the main office park in 

Merrifield)13, and would face a significant lease-up challenge.  It is likely the lender will 

require a minimum of 25% pre-leased space prior to the start of construction, and will 

also have an additional pre-lease requirement prior to the permanent loan closing.  

Conversely, the lack of any proposed Class A structures greater than 200,000 outside of 

Fairview Park could create a market niche for a potential office structure at MFA. 

Residential-Only Use – All sub units included in MFA offer an optional density bonus for 

mixed-use residential, and BTN believes the County would allow a residential-only use 

but would cap the FAR at the current (non-optional) levels due to the lack of additional 

uses.  Residential structures would be multi-story with structured parking, the 

precedence of which is shown at an adjacent comparable property, The Halstead 

(reference Exhibit E).  The multi-story structure would allow for maximizing the 

allowable FAR, and the proximity to the Metro would allow for a reduction in parking 

(from 1.4/unit to 1.2/unit).  Exhibit Q, the single-use residential proforma, demonstrates 

an anticipated before-tax IRR of 10.07%.  BTN believes, after surveying comparable 

properties shown in Exhibit E, the single-use residential building would recognize lower 

rents / sales prices due to the lack of other onsite uses, which are perceived as an 

additional amenity that residents covet. 
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Mixed-Use – A mixed-use project, predominantly with a residential component would 

qualify for the optional density bonuses provided in the Comprehensive Plan.  BTN 

believes a mixed-use project would also garner the support of the County Office of 

Community Revitalization and Reinvestment, and would be the simplest and quickest 

project type to obtain entitlements.  Exercising the density bonus would provide 

additional rentable area and, assuming the proposed mix of uses is inline with market 

demand, would result in an IRR greater than any single-use project.  Please reference 

Exhibit H for a summary of the proposed mixed-use project, which will be further 

analyzed in future sections. 

Figure 14 summarizes the investment information for the three potential single-use 

projects.  The retail-only use is fatally flawed due to the inability to maximize the 

allowable FAR, and would not be feasible for the MFA.  Both the office and apartment 

uses require similar costs and equity, with the office slightly edging the apartments in 

IRR.     
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Figure 14 - Single-Use Investment Summary 
    Retail Office Apartment 

Gross Square Feet 205,000 473,935 473,935 

Net Square Feet 200,980 419,412 379,238 

Units   - - 414 

Parking Ratio   0.007 0.003 1.20 / Unit 

Parks Provided   1,435 1,422 497 

Total Development Cost $          93,142,912 $        135,964,326 $        135,352,079 

Cost / GSF  $                     454 $                     287 $                     286 

Cost / NSF   $                     463 $                     324 $                     357 

Total Permanent Loan $          65,200,038 $          95,175,028 $          94,746,455 

Required Equity $          27,942,874 $          40,789,298 $          40,605,624 

Stabilized NOI    $            3,997,336 $            8,611,305 $            8,744,439 

Stabilized NOI / Cost 4.29% 6.33% 6.46% 

Residual NOI   $            4,913,450 $          11,189,126 $          10,548,756 

Residual Cap Rate 5.29% 7.33% 6.00% 

Residual Value   $          92,853,488 $        152,575,450 $        175,812,593 
Leveraged IRR - Before 
Tax 0.68% 12.99% 10.07% 

*Reference Exhibits O, P & Q for the complete single-use proformas. 

 

As a result of the single use analysis, and understanding the results of the mixed-use 

analysis in Exhibit H, BTN recommends MLB proceed with a mixed-use product at the 

MFA.  The recommended mix of uses will be discussed in the next section. 
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IV. DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY  

BTN’s recommendations for the development strategy begin with MLB’s challenge of 

completing the assemblage with the required entitlements and permitting.  The 

proposed uses will be outlined and the basis for the recommended mix will be discussed 

in the analysis to follow.  The development timeline, incorporating events to date and 

projecting through eventual reversion, is overviewed and the eventual final product is 

recommended to provide the best opportunity to realize the projected returns and 

prevail over the market competition. 

EXECUTION OF ASSEMBLAGE 

MLB has indicated that a single entity is representing the owners of the various parcels 

included in the MFA, and that entity has the authority to act and negotiate on behalf of 

all the individual owners.  This advantage will save considerable time and effort versus 

having to deal with nine individual owners with various backgrounds and agendas.  Since 

the current ownership group is well-represented, MLB has been able to begin the 

entitlement and permitting process with the support of the current ownership group.   

New parcels will be created and recorded to separate the residential, commercial, 

parking and public-space areas.  Each parcel will need to grant each other various access 

easements, as well as utility easements to third parties.  MLB will need to devote time 

and resources to confirm the required documentation and paperwork associated with 

executing the assemblage is completed successfully. 
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PROPOSED USES 

BTN’s review of the single-use analysis begins as the basis for the recommended uses 

for MFA, noting that the optional density bonus provided by the County for residential 

mixed-use projects is critical for maximizing the overall rentable area and ultimately 

impacts the project’s return.  The single-use analysis also indicates the County would 

prefer an emphasis on office and residential uses in lieu of retail due to retail’s higher 

parking requirements and limitation to a single-story structure.   

To qualify for the optional density bonus BTN incorporates residential as the core use 

with office as the second greatest use (based on the projected return on a single-use 

office project).  Retail would be included in minimal amounts to address the retail 

requirements mentioned in the Comprehensive Plan.  BTN has generated a rough site 

plan to determine how a residential, office and retail mix, along with the required 

structured parking, could be incorporated within the assumed FAR requirements.  

Although BTN believes the County would allow an FAR up to 1.66 (reference Exhibit H 

– Existing Parcels with Mixed-Use Option FAR) with the optional density bonus, BTN 

suggests a slightly lower FAR be used as the baseline for the financial analysis of the 

project.  The result of the site plan analysis is shown in Exhibit U, and the proposed mix 

of uses is shown in Figure 16.    
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While the mixed-use proposal would satisfy the basic intent of the optional density 

bonus, The Merrifield Suburban Center Land Unit Recommendations in the Fairfax 

County Comprehensive Plan14 include several specific requirements that BTN 

incorporates into the analysis, including: 

 “Consolidations of at least four contiguous acres…with inter-parcel access…” – 

MFA consolidates over ten acres, forming a peninsula that incorporates vehicular 

and pedestrian access paths that are not present in the current land use. 

 “…Pedestrian open space amenities…include public plazas or greens.” – MFA 

includes outdoor seating along the sidewalks in front of the retail uses as well as a 

public park at the entrance to the residential lobby. 

 “…Parking structures behind and/or under buildings.” – Below-grade parking 

would not allow for additional rentable area since the allowed FAR is nearly 

maximized already with above-grade parking, which MFA screens from the 

surrounding streets with the residential and commercial structures. 

 “Retail and service uses should be provided and located primarily on the ground 

level of office buildings to serve both the needs of the tenants as well as the 

Figure 16 - Proposed Mix of Uses on MFA 

Use GSF NSF Units 
Parking 
Ratio 

Parks 
Provided 

Retail 48,000 47,059 - 0.006 288 

Office 144,000 127,434 - 0.003 432 

Apartment 547,500 438,000 456 1.20 / Unit 548 

Totals 739,500 612,492 456  - 1,268 

FAR 1.61     

*Note the increase in units over a single-use project due to the density bonus.   
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surrounding areas.” – BTN incorporated ground-level retail under the office 

structure in two separate buildings as shown on Exhibit U. 

BTN believes that incorporating the specific requirements provided by the County for a 

mixed-use project will allow for the proposed mix of uses at MFA to be approved by 

the County.   

The financial considerations for the proposed mix of uses began with the initial emphasis 

on obtaining the optional density bonus, which guides BTN to stress a residential use 

despite the indication from the single-use analysis that office would provide a greater 

return.  BTN’s experience on other mixed-use projects with retail below residential, 

and the County’s request to locate retail below office, leads BTN to recommend that 

the residential use be segregated (including the residential parking) from the commercial 

use.  This approach allows for the most-efficient residential product and increases the 

quality of life for both the residential tenants by providing the convenience and synergy 

of a mixed-use project without the direct physical contact experienced with a 

commercial use in the same structure as residential.  Additionally the return on the 

retail product is the lowest of the single-uses analyzed and BTN seeks to incorporate 

the minimal amount of retail possible while laying out the site.    

By incorporating the financial lessons learned during the single-use analysis and the legal 

guidelines for zoning approvals provided by Fairfax County, BTN has generated the 

proposed mix of uses (shown in Figure 16 above) that will successfully obtain the 

required entitlements and provide the highest return for the MFA. 
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DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE 

The MFA Development Timeline, shown below and in Exhibit G, describes the events to 

date (as provided to BTN by MLB) and explains BTN’s assumptions for the future 

actions associated with MFA through reversion.  

Figure 17 - MFA Development Timeline 
    Start Finish 
Submit LOI   - 5/1/2006 
Due Diligence 5/1/2006 7/30/2006 
Execute Contract - 8/1/2006 
Entitlements / Permitting 8/1/2006 12/31/2007 
Close Development / Construction Loan - 1/1/2008 
Construction - Apartments 1/1/2008 4/1/2010 
Delivery - Apartments 1/1/2010 4/1/2010 
Construction - Retail / Office 1/1/2008 12/31/2008 
Delivery - Retail / Office - 1/1/2009 
Stabilization - Apartments - 1/1/2012 
Stabilization - Retail / Office - 1/1/2010 
Close Permanent Loan(s)     
  Retail / Office - 1/1/2010 
  Apartments - 1/1/2012 
Reversion     12/31/2016 

 

MLB indicated to BTN that the land purchase contract, signed in August 2006, was for 

$1, with an agreement to negotiate the final purchase price based on the feasibility study 

findings and close upon final entitlement and building permit approvals (01/01/2008).  

The land seller wanted to lock up the land prior to his wedding day (his fifth wife) to 

avoid any joint-possession issues with his new wife, and agreed to the purchase price 

terms.  MLB has since conducted preliminary feasibility studies and will incorporate 

BTN’s recommendations into the final entitlements and permitting, anticipated to 

complete on 12/31/2007. 
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The development loans are expected to close following entitlement and permitting 

approval on 1/1/2008, and construction will begin immediately on all uses.  The 

commercial buildings and garage will complete in late 2008 and tenants will begin to 

occupy in early 2009, with stabilization anticipated in early 2010.  The residential 

construction will be complete in early 2010, with stabilization in early 2012.  BTN 

recommends MLB phase the apartment turnovers to spread out the stabilization over 

two years.   

BTN recognizes the commercial buildings will be open to the public while the 

neighboring residential structure is still under construction.  Once the commercial 

buildings are complete, the residential construction will be focused on internal finishes, 

and BTN expects the sitework to be complete and useable by the commercial uses. 

Permanent loans for the commercial and residential buildings are assumed to close upon 

stabilization, in early 2010 and 2012, respectively.  BTN expects that the entire MFA 

project will be sold as a package in early 2017, immediately after the permanent loan 

prepayment penalty expires and prior to large number of lease expirations (and 

associated leasing commissions and tenant improvements) in 2018.   

PRODUCT TYPE / BRAND 

With the general land use assumptions and mix of uses in place, BTN focused on the 

specifics of each use in order to develop an identity and brand for the project.  Please 

reference Exhibit U, the MFA Site Plan that BTN generated. 

The residential and commercial uses are separated into their own respective structures 

and separate parking structures.  BTN incorporated this strategy to avoid the challenges 

associated with retail below residential, including cooking smells, noise and mechanical 
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coordination that are otherwise not as much of a challenge to office users above retail.  

Separating the parking provides a stand-alone private, gated parking structure for the 

residents.  It also makes the commercial garage easier to regulate on a pay-to-park basis, 

adding a potential revenue source for the commercial users (Note: parking revenue is 

not incorporated in the commercial proformas due to BTN’s inability to guarantee that 

the commercial users would concede to parking fees).   

The land plan includes circulator roads between the commercial and residential 

structures, as well as the garages, providing excellent vehicular and pedestrian traffic 

flow.  The Fire Marshal will also require access to all sides of each structure, which the 

circulator roads provide.  Public amenities provided include a park outside of the 

residential lobby and outdoor seating along the retail spaces. 

The construction pricing included in the analysis assumes the structures would generally 

compare to other existing structures recently built as part of the revitalization effort 

(including The Halstead, Wilton House and Metro Place III / IV referenced in Exhibit E).  

The residential building would be four stories of wood-framed construction over one 

story of concrete (five stories total), allowing for a minimal amount of concrete (and a 

lower construction cost) and a higher ceiling height on the first floor.  The façade would 

be masonry with punched-glass openings, and the interior finishes would be comparable 

to other new Class A multifamily product in the market.  A total of 456 units over 

547,000 GSF (as shown in Exhibit E.2) are included for the residential structure, which 

will also include private amenities for the residents.   

BTN recommends that MLB proceed with a rental product due to the recent 

oversupply of for-sale condominiums in the market (reference Exhibit E).  A rental 
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strategy also leaves MLB the option to convert to condos at a later date, or to sell the 

project to a condo converter. 

The apartment unit mix is shown in Exhibit N.3, and includes 12.5% moderately-priced-

dwelling-units (MPDU), a County requirement to obtain entitlements.  The MPDUs are 

priced at 53% of market value, and MPDU rents are anticipated to raise1.5% annually 

(versus the projected 4% annual increases expected for the market-rate units). 

The commercial uses are split equally between two buildings, which are assumed to be 

steel-framed with masonry and precast concrete facades and ribbon windows.  The 

retail uses will be limited to the ground floor, with three floors of office above each 

building, for a total of 48,000SF of retail and 144,000SF of office space (cumulative total 

of both commercial buildings, which are of equal size).  Please reference the retail and 

office proformas (Exhibits L.1 and M.1) for additional information on the commercial use 

assumptions.   
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V. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

BTN began the financial analysis of the proposed development by assembling the land 

purchase price, the hard cost and soft cost assumptions based on BTN’s experience on 

multiple similar developments, and then prepared separate proformas for each 

proposed use (Exhibits O, P & Q).  BTN assumed financing would be secured through a 

combination of debt and equity, with equity shared between MLB and an equity partner, 

and incorporated financing terms common on comparable projects.  Exhibit G 

demonstrates the anticipated timeline for development, stabilization and finally reversion 

in 2016.  The results of the individual proformas were then blended into a master cash 

flow sheet (Exhibit K) to demonstrate the anticipated overall project IRR of 21.92%, 

shown in Figure 18 below. 

Figure 18 - Investment Results 

  Retail Office Apartment 
Blended 

Total 

Individual Use -
Leveraged IRR: 1.33% 16.22% 25.78% 21.92% 

Blended IRR per 
Partner: Developer: 42.28% Investor: 18.37% 

*Reference Exhibit H for additional information 

 

CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

Financing of the development will occur over three phases with two sources of capital.  

The first phase will include predevelopment, development, construction and lease up, 

(jointly referred to within the capital structure as Development), which will be financed 

through 100% debt.  The second phase would occur upon stabilization with a permanent 
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financing package assembled through a combination of 30% equity and 70% debt.  The 

final phase would include reversion, with all sale proceeds used for the costs of sale, pay 

back of debt, equity, preferred returns and residual splits between the developer and 

equity partner.     

Debt 

BTN assumed MFA would secure the maximum amount of debt financing possible to 

realize the highest leveraged-IRR with minimal equity requirements.  MFA’s credit status 

and good standing with several major lenders, coupled with the equity investment 

partner’s AAA Credit Rating, will provide competitive rates and terms which BTN has 

assumed in Figure 19 below. 

 

MFA would obtain a loan commitment and rate locks from a single lender for both the 

development and permanent loans, including 100% financing for Development, by 

agreeing to personally guarantee the loan jointly with the equity partner.  The assumed 

Figure 19 – Assumed Debt Terms 

Development Loan Permanent Loan 

Loan-To-Value 100% Loan-To-Value 70% 

1-Yr. LIBOR (11/27/07) 4.62% 10-Yr. T-Bill (11/27/07) 4.39% 

IR – BPs over LIBOR  130 IR – BPs over 10-YR Bill  130 

Interest Rate 5.92% Interest Rate 5.69% 

Amortization Period 30 years Amortization Period 30 years 

Loan Term 2 years Loan Term 10 years 

Financing Fees 0.75% Financing Fees 0.75% 

Loan Principle: 191,152,248 Loan Principle: 133,806574 
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terms are the same for all three uses, and the proforma for each use has an individual 

amortization schedule (Reference Exhibits L.5, M.5 and N.8). 

The timeline shown in Exhibit G demonstrates the closing dates for development and 

for the Permanent Loans.  These dates are guaranteed as part of the loan commitment.  

The permanent loan terms also include a prepayment penalty of 50% of outstanding 

principle up until 12/30/2016, which helps the lender with syndication and drives the 

12/31/2016 reversion date.   

Equity  

The strategy of maximizing the debt source is contingent upon MFA entering into an 

equity partnership with a strong, recognized and credit-worthy partner in order to 

secure the debt terms assumed in this analysis.  BTN recommends the equity structure 

in FIGURE 20 below in order to secure such a partner. 

Figure 20 – Equity Partnership Structure  

  Developer Investor 

Share of Equity 10.00% 90.00% 

Preferred Return 8.00% 8.00% 

Residual   40.00% 60.00% 

 

The assumed equity requirements and returns are shown in Figure 21 below, and 

further detailed in Exhibit K. 
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Figure 21 – Equity Requirements and Returns 

Use Equity 
Required 

Developer 
Contribution 

Partner 
Contribution 

Date 
Due 

Leveraged 
IRR 

Retail 4,537,000 453,700 4,083,300 1/1/2010 12.94% 

Office 11,583,662 1,158,366 10,425,295 1/1/2010 14.10% 

Apartment 41,225,012 4,122,501 37,102,510 1/1/2012 22.00% 

TOTALS: 57,345,674 5,734,567 51,661,106 - 18.37% 

*All uses revert at one time in 2016 / Reference Exhibit K for detailed information. 
**Equity Requirements are the gross total for each use (shown in Exhibit H) and do not include 
commercial cash flows in 2011 (as shown under “Capital / Equity Contribution on Exhibit K).   

 

Taxes 

In order for the Developer and the Investment Partner to customize their after-tax 

return projections and to address the potential that the equity partner could be a tax-

exempt entity, all returns are shown on a before-tax basis. 

LAND BASIS 

The most challenging input to the analysis was the land value, which was eventually 

determined through a combination of three separate value analyses (Exhibit J).  The first 

analysis used the stabilized NOI for the total mixed-use project and capitalized it at an 

assumed stabilized cap rate of 6.90% (the actual NOI / total development cost at 

stabilization), which provided a projected value of the entire asset at stabilization.  An 

assumed required rate of return on total development costs of 7% was added to the 

total development costs (less any land value), which was then deducted from the 

stabilized value to provide a land value upon stabilization. This analysis yielded the 

lowest land value, $21.6MM, as shown below in Figure 22.   
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Figure 22 - Undeveloped Land Value  
Based on Stabilized NOI Projections 

        

  Retail Stabilized NOI 946,938  7% 

  Office Stabilized NOI 2,748,743  21% 

  Residential Stabilized NOI 9,491,611  72% 

  Total Stabilized NOI 13,187,292    

  *note stabilization occurs in different years    
      

  
Assumed Cap Rate on Land at Purchase (Stabilized NOI / 
Cost) 6.90%   

  Stabilzed Value of Assemblage 191,152,248    
      

  Total Development Costs Less Land 158,378,498    

  Required Return on Cost (NIC Land) at Stabilization 7%   

  
Development costs (NIC Land) and required return at 
stabilization 169,464,993    

  
Undeveloped Land Value = Stabilized Value less Development 
Costs (NIC Land) & required return at stabilization 21,687,255    

   $28.43 / FAR SF   
 

Second, BTN reduced the residual value of the entire mixed-use project at an assumed 

reversion year of 2016 by the total development costs (less any land value), and that 

value was increased by an assumed require rate of return at reversion of 20% (shown in 

Figure 23 below).  The total development costs including the required rate of return 

was then subtracted from the projected residual value to provide an assumed land value 

of $58MM. 
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Figure 23 - Undeveloped Land Value  
Based on Residual Projections 

        

  Residual Value - 2016 248,121,607    

  Development Costs (NIC Land) 158,378,498    

  Required Rate of Return 20%   

  Required Return 31,675,700    

  Development Costs Plus Required Return 190,054,198    

  
Undeveloped Land Value = Residual Value Less 
Development Costs Plus Required Return 58,067,409    

    $76.13 / FAR SF   
 

Finally, as demonstrated in Figure 24, market prices for land FAR-SF were used for the 

retail and office portions, and a market comparable price per apartment unit was used 

to determine a land value of $32.7MM.   

Figure 24 - Undeveloped Land Value   
Based on Market Land Comparables 

      

  Retail Land Value at $40 / FAR SF 1,920,000  6% 

  Office Land Value at $40 / FAR SF 5,760,000  18% 

  Apartment Land Value at $55,000 / Unit 25,093,750  77% 

   32,773,750    

 $42.97 / FAR SF  

  ***Land Purchase Price Based on Market Comps was used for the analysis***   
 

The land value based on market comparables was used in the mixed-use proforma since 

BTN believed that value represented the best gauge of what the land seller would use as 

an asking price. 
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As an additional benchmark for land value, the current tax assessments for each parcel 

were tallied for an overall assemblage land and existing improvements value of $29MM 

(shown in Figure 25 and Exhibit H).  While the proposed purchase price of $32.7MM is 

higher than the County’s assessed value, BTN was concerned the spread was not great 

enough to justify the value to the land owners.   

Figure 25 – Tax Assessment of Existing Parcels on Property 

Street 
Number Land SF Current Tax 

Assessment 
By-Right 

FAR 

Potential 
Buildable 

FAR 

Proposed 
Purchase Price 

2711 73,146 $         10,094,820 1.35 98,747 $        4,243,251 

2721 73,438 $           3,311,790 1.35 99,141 $        4,260,191 

2723 80,015 $           3,310,310 1.35 108,020 $        4,641,727 

8304 28,069 $           1,699,390 1.8 50,524 $        2,171,070 

8302 28,104 $              983,640 1.8 50,587 $        2,173,777 

8300 45,131 $           3,963,270 1.8 81,236 $        3,490,775 

2726 43,562 $           1,524,670 1.8 78,412 $        3,369,417 

2724 43,562 $              919,050 2.25 98,015 $        4,211,771 

2722 43,562 $           3,676,810 2.25 98,015 $        4,211,771 

 458,589 $         29,483,750 1.66 762,696 $     32,773,750 

 10.53 Acres    
* Obtained from Fairfax County’s tax website: http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/living/taxes/ 

 

BTN assumes parcel 2711 was incorrectly assessed at roughly three times that of a 

neighboring parcel of equal size and includes an actual value of 2711 at $4MM, bringing 

the actual County-assessed value of the assemblage down to $23MM, well below the 

proposed purchase price of $32.7MM.  County assessments have grown an average of 

10% annually over the past three years15, faster than the value of comparable properties, 

adding further credibility to the proposed purchase price. 
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HARDCOST ESTIMATES 

Once the proposed uses and land plan were established BTN was able to prepare 

hardcost estimates for the intended construction types.  The estimates are based on 

cost per Gross Square Foot (GSF) of buildable area of apartment, office and retail, with 

cost per Net Square Foot (NSF) provided for comparison (Figure 26 below).  Parking 

costs are based on cost per parking space in the proposed above-grade pre-cast parking 

structures.   

 

The GSF hardcosts for each use were broken into three areas:  1- Sitework, 2- Base 

Building and 3- General Conditions & Fee for the General Contractor.  Unit prices for 

each of these areas were assigned based on the following considerations: 

1- Sitework:  Includes demolition of existing structures, environmental cleanup 

requirements (both below grade in soils / ground water and above grade within the 

existing structures), earthwork/grading, site improvements (asphalt, curb & gutter, 

sidewalks, hardscape) and landscaping. 

The existing structures onsite are predominantly single-story industrial / warehouse 

with a small three-story office building.  Demolition costs are anticipated to be low 

Figure 26 – Hardcost Unit Price Assumptions for Each Use 

Use Hardcost / GSF Hardcost / NSF Parking Structure 
Cost / Parking Space 

Office $106.00 $120.00 $12,000.00 

Retail $106.00 $108.00 $12,000.00 

Apartments $110.00 $138.00 $12,000.00 

* Hardcost = All construction costs (sitework, vertical structure, general conditions, fee) excluding parking 
and tenant improvement allowances. 
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given the absence of high-rise construction and that the existing structures are basically 

large boxes with minimal interior walls.  Additionally, the site is accessible from three 

sides, allowing for easy access to the structures and removal of the debris.   

2- Base Building:  Includes all vertical construction costs associated with the 

structure.  All structures were assumed to have slab-on-grade ground floors.  

Basements or below-grade parking structures were not included in the estimate. 

Wood-framed construction (four stories over one story of concrete at the ground 

floor, or four-over-one) is popular in multifamily construction recently due to extensive 

inflation in the price of concrete and steel commodities19.  The layout of the proposed 

apartment buildings will allow easy access from all four sides with lifts and/or cranes to 

efficiently deliver and erect the structure.   

The retail / office structures are basic, efficient rectangles with steel framing and modest 

common-area finishes.  These structures are also easily accessible during construction, 

and will be completed after the parking garages are erected and will be completed well 

before the apartments are complete.  The site finishes will also be completed at the 

same time as the retail / office structures.  Therefore the project can begin to develop 

an identity based on the retail and office patrons while the apartments complete interior 

finish construction At this time the majority of the sitework will be completed. 

3- General Conditions / Fee:  Includes contractor’s labor, equipment, overhead and 

profit.  BTN assumes that the entire project will be awarded to a single general 

contractor, allowing for economies in general conditions and fee between the various 

structures onsite.   
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BTN obtained comparable pricing for the commercial (office & retail) structure and the 

parking structure through interviews with Project Managers for Regency Centers, 

Kettler, Tindall and BE&K.  BTN’s experience on three comparable apartment projects 

was used as a guide for the residential hardcost estimate, and the hardcost summary for 

the comparable apartment projects is shown on the attached Exhibit T.  The 

comparable projects are as follows: 

COMP A – A four-story wood structure above a single-story concrete ground floor 

(five stories total – Type 3A Construction), Comparable A has the same structure as 

the proposed apartment structure at the assemblage.  Comp A also has a similar 

masonry façade, mechanical system, amenity program, unit mix and proposed unit 

finishes.  The sitework package for Comp A was inexpensive due to the site being 

located in an empty field, and the parking was below-grade.   

To adjust Comp A’s costs to MFA’s proposed design, the site work would be increased 

to include the building demolition at MFA not included in Comp A.  The Base Building 

would be reduced since the concrete package at Comp A (for slab-on-grade and 2nd 

floor) would be artificially high as a result of the below grade parking.  Comp A’s parking 

Figure 27 – Detailed Hardcost Unit Price Assumptions  

 Office Retail Apartments 

Sitework $5.00 $5.00 $8.00 

Base Building $95.00 $95.00 $91.00 

GC’s / Fee $6.00 $6.00 $15.00 

Total: $106.00 $106.00 $110.00 

* Hardcost = All construction costs (sitework, vertical structure, general conditions, fee) excluding 
parking and tenant improvement allowances. 
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cost would be dismissed since the parking was below grade and the total parking count 

included 20,000SF of retail parking.  The GCs & Fee would also be reduced due to a 

longer schedule with the below grade parking at Comp A, and MFA having roughly three 

times the overall total hard cost contract allowing for a lower fee percentage 

requirement.   The overall cost would be increased 5% to account for inflation between 

December 2006 & December 2007 19.  See Figure 28 for a summary of adjustments.   

Figure 28 – Comp A Hard cost adjustments to MFA apartment design 

Hard Costs Original $ / 
GSF (park) Modification Revised $ / GSF 

(park) 
Site Work $6.00 $1.50 $7.50 

Base Building $90.00 $0.00 $92.00 

Fees and General Conditions $18.00 ($3.60) $14.40 
Subtotal $ / GSF (NIC 
Parking) $114.00 ($2.10) $113.90 

Site Work= +20% + 5% = 25% * Base= (5%) + 5% = 0% * Fee&GC= (25%) + 5% = (20%) 

 

COMP B- Comparable B also had the same 4 over 1 structure as MFA plans, as well as 

similar building systems, façade and finishes.  Comp B had an extremely inefficient floor 

plan, which nearly created two buildings in one, and drove up base building and GCs 

higher than MFA would experience.  Comp B also included an inefficient below-grade 

parking garage, and required the demolition of an existing mid-rise office building, as well 

as groundwater environmental remediation. 

Adjusting Comp B’s unit prices to a MFA spec would require a minor decrease in 

sitework due to the lack of marine clay issues at MFA.  The base building would be 

decreased to lesson the impact of Comp B’s inefficiencies, and the Fees / GCs would be 
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decreased to compensate for the lack of a below-grade garage and an improved 

efficiency in the structure.  Parking would be disregarded. 

The total cost would be increased 2% to account for inflation between May 2007 & 

December 2007 19.   

Figure 29 – Comp B Hard cost adjustments to MFA apartment design 

Hard Costs Original $ / 
GSF (park) Modification Revised $ / GSF 

(park) 
Site Work $9.00 ($0.72) $8.19 

Base Building $101.00 ($8.08) $92.92 

Fees and General Conditions $17.00 ($1.36) $15.64 
Subtotal $ / GSF (NIC 
Parking) $127.00 ($10.16) $116.84 

Site Work= (10%) + 2% = (8%) * Base= (10%) + 2% = (8%) * Fee&GC= (10%) + 2% = (8%) 

 

COMP C-  

Comparable C had only four stories of stick construction, a precast parking structure, 

condo-level finishes and Comp C’s site was a barren field prior to development.  The 

sitework value would need to be increased to account for MFA’s demolition and 

environmental issues and the base building increased for the concrete structure at the 

ground level.  The parking would only require an adjustment for construction cost 

inflation of 5% over the past 12 months19, and Fee / GCs would increase due to the 

additional units and floor in the structure. 
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Figure 30 – Comp C Hard cost adjustments to MFA apartment design 

Hard Costs Original $ / 
GSF (park) Modification Revised $ / GSF 

(park) 
Site Work $7.00 $1.75 $8.75 

Base Building $78.00 $11.70 $89.70 

Parking  $9,951 $498 $10,449 
Fees and General Conditions $13.00 $1.95 $14.95 
Subtotal $ / GSF (NIC 
Parking) $98.00 $15.40 $113.40 

Site Work= +20% + 5% = 25% * Base= +10% + 5% = +15% * Parking= + 5%    
Fee&GC= + 10% +5% = +15% 

 

Figure 31 below summarizes the modified pricing for each of the comparable projects, 

the average of the comparable projects and the proposed costs for the apartments at 

MFA.  BTN believes the site, base building and Fee/GCs are all within an acceptable 

range of the comparable projects.  The parking cost is increased over Comparable C 

based on information gathered from local construction Project Managers and BTN’s 

assumption that Fairfax County will require the façade of the parking structure to have 

extensive aesthetic treatments. 

Figure 31 – Summary of Modified Comparable Apartment Hard Costs 

Hard Costs / 
GSF 

Modified 
Comp A 

Modified 
Comp B 

Modified 
Comp C 

Modified 
Average 

Proposed 
MFA 

Site Work $7.50 $8.19 $8.75 $8.15 $7.97 
Base Building $92.00 $92.92 $89.70 $91.54 $91.14 
Parking  N / A N / A $10,449 $10,449 $12,000 
Fees and General 
Conditions $14.40 $15.64 $14.95 $15.00 $14.81 

Subtotal $ / GSF 
(NIC Parking) $113.90 $116.75 $113.40 $114.69 $113.93 

* Reference Exhibit T for further breakdown of the comparable projects and Exhibit N.9 for 
assumed Hard Costs for MFA Apartments 
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SOFTCOST ESTIMATES 

BTN developed the softcost estimate for MFA based on soft cost data obtained from 

the same projects that hardcost data was obtained from above, and BTN assumed 

additional economies of scale would be recognized by using the same design team for all 

uses onsite.  Due to confidentiality agreements with the respective developers, a 

breakdown of soft costs on each of the respective projects is not available.  The MFA 

blended soft costs across all uses are show below (reference the budget tabs on Exhibits 

L.7, M.7 & N.9 for additional soft cost backup for each use) and summarized in the 

following sections: 
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Figure 32 – Total Development Soft Costs for MFA 

Architecture & Engineering $2,693,007 

Environmental/Geotechnical/Surveys $686,206 

Testing, Inspections and Quality Control $473,852 

Permits, Plan Review $1,013,006 

Insurance $906,554 

Land Closing Costs $230,400 

Title and Recording $516,162 

Marketing $1,556,422 

Utility Tap Fees / Relocation Fees $1,811,464 

Legal $1,162,050 

Construction Loan Financing Fees $2,299,736 

Leasing Commissions $2,390,699 

Proffers  $750,000 

Total Soft Costs before Contingency, Fee and Interest $16,489,512 
    

Development Fee $3,662,479 

    

Soft Cost Contingency $1,891,443 

Hard Cost Contingency $7,221,773 

Total Soft Costs before Interest $29,872,555 
    

Construction Loan Interest Carry $28,892,555 

Loan pay-down during lease-up -$2,927,453 

    

Total Soft Costs $55,210,309 
 

Architecture & Engineering – BTN assumes one design team (Civil, Architect, MEP, 

Structural ), will be responsible for land planning, design and construction administration 

for all three uses and all structures onsite, with MEP assigned to a Design-Build 

subcontractor.   
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Environmental/Geotechnical/Surveys – Complete Phase I & II Environmental surveys, 

including above and below grade investigations, are recommended.  The geotechnical 

survey is assumed to be performed by the same design group as the Phase I & II.  A pre-

and-post-construction survey of the site and surrounding areas is also recommended. 

Testing, Inspections and Quality Control – BTN placed an emphasis on these soft costs 

to provide a Class A product that will perform well during (and beyond) the assumed 

holding period so as to increase accuracy of operating budget assumptions.  Disciplines 

in this category include soils, concrete, wood framing, thermal & moisture control, MEP 

and punchlist generation & execution. 

Permits, Plan Review – All sitework and building design review and permits (trade 

permits are assumed to be included in hardcosts) necessary to secure the required 

governmental approvals. 

Insurance – BTN assumes MFA will carry a Builder’s Risk policy for the hard costs, along 

with all required liability policies associated with MFA’s development work and the 

assemblage itself.   

Land Closing Costs – Broker and Attorney fees recognized during the land contract and 

closing process. 

Title and Recording – Required at land purchase and development / permanent debt 

closings. 

Marketing – The apartment marketing effort is included in the predevelopment budget 

up until stabilization.   Office and retail marketing budgets are minimal since third-party 

commercial brokers will be used to lease the space and are assumed to supply their 

own marketing efforts.  
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Utility Tap Fees / Relocation Fees – All tap fees for the new uses as well as any capping / 

relocation necessary to the existing utilities onsite. 

Legal – Land-Use, Contracting, Tax and Transactional Council throughout development. 

Construction Loan Financing Fees – The proforma for each use includes a 0.75% 

assumption for financing fees for both development and permanent loans. 

Leasing Commissions – Retail and Office brokerage commissions are included in their 

respective proformas throughout the lease-up and operating periods.  Leasing 

commissions are not included for the apartments as BTN assumes MFA will secure a 

third-party management company who will handle all apartment leasing efforts.  MFA 

also assumes that the apartment management company will also manage the retail and 

office components. 

Proffers – BTN held informal, off-the-record, discussions with County Staff and 

determined the allowance included would cover the County’s requirements for cash 

proffers, including parks & recreation, schools, library and transportation demand 

management initiatives. 

Total Soft Costs before Contingency, Fee and Interest – Sum of all soft cost items 

above. 

Development Fee – BTN’s experience with lenders and equity partners on the 

comparison projects indicated a 3% developer fee is standard and acceptable. 

Soft Cost Contingency – A 10% contingency is included on the total soft costs before 

development fee and interest.   

Hard Cost Contingency – A 7% contingency is included on total hard costs only, and 

may be reduced to 4% once the GMP is executed. 
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Construction Loan Interest Carry – Each proforma calculates its own interest carry 

based on the cumulative draws (Exhibits L.6, M.6, N.8).  All uses assume the same 

interest rates and amortization periods, as shown on Exhibits L.1, M.1 and N.2. 

Loan pay-down during lease-up – All cash flows after debt service during lease-up are 

assumed to be used to pay-down the loan and / or offset any new draws. 

ANNUAL CASH FLOWS 

The proformas for each respective use include their own individual cash flow analysis 

sheets (Exhibits L.4, M.4 & N.6).  The retail and office cash flow structure and 

assumptions are similar and will be addressed jointly in the description below as the 

“Commercial” cash flow projections.  BTN believes lenders will require different 

formats for commercial versus residential proformas, and the recommended formats 

are included in the referenced exhibits. 

Commercial Cash Flow Projection   

Rent Roll:  BTN conducted interviews with local retail and office brokers16 in order to 

determine the range in space requirements, types of lease structures, lease rates, 

durations, expenses and escalations, as well as standard tenant improvement allowances 

and leasing commissions.  The brokers also recommended a mix of initial lease 

durations to spread the impact of releasing across the operating period.  Please 

reference the Rent Roll tab on Exhibits L.2 & M.2 for a breakdown of the retail and 

office rent roll assumptions. 

Reimbursements:  All commercial leases were assumed to be full-service with expense 

stops at $8.50, based on information received from retail brokers16.  The 

“Reimbursements” tab (Exhibits L.3 and M.3) on the retail and office proformas shows 
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each tenant’s reimbursable requirement per square-foot of leased area, and those 

reimbursements are carried through to the cash flow projections where they are added 

to the potential gross rents to provide the potential gross income. 

Vacancy & Credit Loss:  The vacancy allowance is carried at 5% of potential gross 

income and credit loss at 1% of potential gross income (qualified in Exhibits L.1 and 

M.1), both are deducted from potential gross income to provide the effective gross 

income. 

Operating Expenses:  Management fees are included at 2.5%, and BTN assumes one 

management company will be retained to oversee all uses onsite.   Utilities are included 

as an allowance at $1.00 / NSF and Janitor / Maintenance / Repairs are included at 11% 

of effective gross income.  Fairfax County Property Taxes are estimated at 0.9% of total 

development costs ($0.938 / $100) at stabilization based on assessments at similar 

projects in the area17.     

Replacement Reserves: For the Commercial properties, replacement reserves are 

allocated into operationg expenses, including a flat $0.10 / GSF and an additional 

$5,000/year for roof and HVAC repairs. 

Capital Expense (CAPEX) Reserves:  Included are tenant improvement and leasing 

commission reserves, which are calculated based on lease expirations and tenant 

retention assumptions, then pro-rated annually in the years leading up to the anticipated 

capital expense years.  These calculations are demonstrated on Exhibits L.2 and M.2.   

Acquisition / Financing / Reversion:  All acquisition & development costs are shown with 

offsetting loan draws leading up to the stabilized year, where the development loan is 

then paid off through the permanent loan takeout and equity contribution.  Permanent 
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loan debt service also begins in the stabilized year, and carries through the reversion 

year, where the reversion value is shown along with the permanent loan pay off. 

Net Cash Flow / (Equity Contribution):  The sum of all previously-listed annual cash 

flows.  A negative value indicates a required equity contribution, positive values are net 

cash flows to the ownership entity, before tax. 

Apartment Cash Flow Projection 

BTN surveyed comparable projects in the market area to determine the base year 

(2008) average rent per SF and a feasible unit mix to support the rent per SF and 

maintain a feasible absolute monthly rent per unit.  Please reference market reports in 

Exhibit E for the market comparables and Exhibit N.3 for the final proposed unit mix for 

MFA apartments. 

Projected Market Rents:  BTN assumed that Fairfax County will require 12.5% of all 

units to be moderately priced dwelling units (MPDUs) based on early feedback from 

County Staff, and those units would be priced at 53% of market value according the 

County requriements14.  Market value was determined by analyzing the comparable 

projects in Exhibit E, which resulted in a recommended full-market average rent of 

$2.06 / SF or $1,972 / Unit-Month.  Additionally, unit rent premiums may be added to 

select units for views, balconies, penthouses and furnished (corporate) units.  The 

average rent with full-market, MPDU and premiums is $2.00 / SF and $1,918 / Unit-

Month in 2007 (reference Exhibit N.3), which is then adjusted at an assumed 3.68% 

annual increase (4.00% market-rate / 1.5% MPDU) to 2010 and shown as the Projected 

Market Rents under Gross Income on Exhibit N.4. 
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Leases Below Market Rent:  The Projected Market Rents are reduced by 1.25% to 

account for active leases with rates that were market when the lease was executed, but 

are currently below market based on market increases that are only realized when new 

leases are executed. 

Vacancy Loss:  An assumed 5% vacancy loss is held back through 2010, with 4% held 

from 2011 and beyond.   

Concessions:  Lease-up years 2010 and 2011 are assumed to require rent concessions 

of 15% and 6%, respectively (one month free per unit).  Concessions are not anticipated 

beyond 2012.  

Other Income:  As shown on Exhibit N.2, Miscellaneous (vending machines, repair 

services, late fees, fines, etc.) at $40/Unit/Month, move-in fees of $300/Month at 19 

units / month, rental of the guest suite at 10 nights per month at $150/night and parking 

revenue (shown in Figure 33 below).  

Figure 33 – Parking Revenue Assumptions 
      
Parking Count  # of Units Ratio # of Spaces 
 Residential - Reserved 456 1.00 456 
 Residential - For Rent  0.15 68 
 Retail   0.05 23 
 Total  456 1.20 547 
      
Parking Revenue  # of Units $/Month $/Year 
 Market Rate Units 399 $100 $478,800 
 MPDU Units  57 $0 $0 
 2nd Parking Space 68 $115 $94,116 
 Retail  23 $0 $0 

 Total  547 $1,047 $572,916 
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Collection Loss:  The effective rent and other income are reduced by an assumed 0.50% 

through 2010 and 0.25% from 2011 and beyond to account for anticipated collection 

loss. 

Operating Expenses:  BTN used operating expense data from stabilized comparable 

properties in Northern Virginia, Kettler’s Metropolitan at Pentagon City and Pentagon 

Row18, to develop the assumptions for MFA listed below. 

Figure 34 – Operating Expenses – Base Year 2012 

Operating Expenses  $/Year Per Unit % of EGI 

 Utilities  $228,000 $500 2.05% 

 Payroll & Payroll Taxes 684,000 1,500 6.14% 

 Administrative Exp. 228,000 500 2.05% 

 Marketing Expenses 114,000 250 1.02% 

 Contracted Services 182,400 400 1.64% 

 Turnover Expense 114,000 250 1.02% 

 Maintenance Expense 114,000 250 1.02% 

 Insurance and Fees 136,800 300 1.23% 

 Real Estate Taxes  907,635 1,990 7.03% 

 Management Fee 322,899 708 2.50% 

 Capital Reserves 91,200 200 0.82% 

 Total Expenses $3,122,934 $6,849 26.51% 

Annual Expense Growth Rate   3.00% 
 

Utilities are for all common areas since unit utilities are paid by individual tenants.  

Payroll includes management staff, which will include a 24-hour concierge a building 

engineer and property manger, and admin includes costs to support the staff.  Marketing 

as an operational cost begins in 2012. 
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Contracted services includes maintenance and service contracts such as snow removal, 

janitorial cleaning, equipment servicing, lifeguard / pool maintenance, trash removal, and 

recycling. 

Turnover expense includes unit-specifc repairs and renovations required after a tenant 

moves out of the unit.  Maintenance Expenses include non-contract labor and supplies 

for the management company. 

Acquisition / Residual includes the land purchase price and development costs during 

the period leading up to stabilization, and the residual value / sales price at reversion. 

Debt Financing includes the loan draws during development used to finance the 

acquisition and development costs, the interest carry and fees on the development loan, 

annual debt service on the permanent loan and payoff of the predevelopment loan at 

stabilization and the permanent loan at reversion. 

Similar to the commercial cash flows, Net Cash Flow / (Equity Contribution) is the sum 

of all previously-listed annual cash flows, and shows required equity contributions as 

negative and net cash flows to the ownership entity, before tax, as positive values. 

REVENUE EXPECTATIONS 

The projected annual revenue distributions summarized in the attached Exhibit K and 

their calculations are described below. 

The net cash flow from each use is combined into a total cash flow for the entire 

development, including negative cash flows that represent equity contributions from the 

developer and investment partner.  The total development cash flows are then 

distributed to the developer and investment partner in accordance with the investment 

assumptions shown in Exhibit K and Figure 35. 
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Preferred Current Returns – The development cash flows are first allocated to the 

investment partners to satisfy their preferred current returns in accordance with the 

percentage of equity contributed by the respective partner.  For 2012, the first year 

after stabilization, the Developer would receive 10% (the Developer’s Equity Share) of 

the development cash flows ($407,800) and the Investment Partner would receive the 

remaining 90% ($3,670,198). 

Accrued Preferred Returns – The capital contributed by each partner as the equity 

requirement for the permanent loan is subject to an 8% return for each partner, and is 

assumed to accrue until the annual cash flow is great enough to pay down the accrued 

return on the equity investment.  For MFA, the return on the partner’s equity capital 

contribution accrues until reversion, when the residual value would be allocated 

towards the accrued preferred return.   

Total Preferred Returns – Sum of the preferred current return and any payout of the 

accrued preferred returns. 

Accrued Unpaid Preferred Return Balance – Running total of accrued and unpaid 

preferred return on the capital equity contribution.  Since the accrued preferred returns 

are funded in 2016 the balance is paid off and shown as zero. 

Capital / Equity Contributions – The initial negative values are the equity requirements 

of permanent loans for each use, shown in the year the loans are originated.  The 

positive values in the reversion year (2016) are the payback of the equity capital 

contributions.  Any required capital calls during operations would be shown in this 

section. 
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Residual – The proceeds remaining after the Net Cash Flow in the reversion year is 

reduced by the preferred returns, accrued preferred returns and the equity capital 

reimbursement.  Residual values are distributed according to the equity partnership 

terms of 40% to the Developer and 60% to the Equity Partner, shown in Exhibit H.  

BTN recommends that MLB sell the MFA in 2016 to take advantage of the 2017 NOI, 

which will avoid leasing commissions and tenant improvement costs scheduled to be 

incurred in 2018.  Also, 2017 is the first year after the prepayment penalty on the 

permanent loan expires.  

Total Distributions – Annual sum total of the total preferred returns, equity 

contributions and residual disbursements.  The distributions for projected nine-year 

duration of the investment provide before-tax IRR’s as shown in Exhibit K and in Figure 

35 below. 

Figure 35 – Projected Leveraged Before-Tax IRR  
DEVELOPER  42.28% 

INVESTOR  18.37% 

BLENDED TOTAL  21.92% 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

BTN identified several assumptions incorporated in the MFA proformas as having the 

potential to change significantly prior to the completion of the project, and any change 

would have a marked impact on the project IRR.   
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Figure 36 – MFA Sensitivity Analysis 

 Retail IRR Office IRR Residential 
IRR Total IRR 

Baseline Assumptions 1.33 % 16.22 % 25.78 % 21.92 % 

Land Price at $58MM -6.21 % 12.62 % 15.72 % 13.61 % 

IR up 50bps -0.66 % 14.84 % 24.05 % 20.29 % 

IR up 100bps -2.69 % 13.46 % 22.30 % 18.63 % 

Residential Rents up 
$0.25/SF 1.33 % 16.22 % 32.88 % 27.08 % 

Residential Rents down 
$0.25/SF 1.33 % 16.22 % 17.36 % 15.94 % 

Hard costs up 10% -3.10 % 14.17 % 22.04 % 18.51 % 

Hard costs down 10% 5.65 % 18.58 % 29.69 % 25.55 % 

 
The assumed land purchase price of $32MM has, according to MLB, preliminary approval 

by the current land ownership group.  BTN included an analysis of a $58MM purchase 

price based on the maximum value determined in Exhibit J, the land value analysis.  

Interest rates, a function of the US 10-year Treasury and the LIBOR, were, at the time 

of the analysis (and qualified on the individual-use proformas, Exhibits L.1, M.1 & N.2) at 

recent lows and could be subject to increases prior to loan closings.  A 50 basis-point 

and 100 basis-point increase in the construction and permanent loan assumptions are 

included in Figure 36 above.   

The assumed rents were qualified based on market comparable projects, and could be 

subject to change based on the market at the time of delivery.  Since delivery is 

anticipated in early 2010 (reference Exhibit G), BTN analyzed the potential for a $0.25 

variation in the assumed rents.  Construction hard costs have experienced drastic 
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increases over the past several years19, and the current market is experiencing a 

flattening or decline in hardcosts.  BTN anticipates the assumed hardcosts will 

incorporate market shifts over the duration of the development period, but included a 

10% variation to shown the potential impact on the project returns. 
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VI. DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN 

In order to increase the likelihood of MFA achieving the target return, BTN offers some 

key issues based on experience with similar mixed-use developments for MLB to 

consider during the development process:   

DESIGN TEAM 

One of the first, and most important, consults to bring on board is an Environmental / 

Geotechnical Engineer, who will study the existing site, below and above grade, and 

provide a report on any potential environmental or geotechnical challenges as well as 

recommendations to alleviate those challenges.  A Land Planner will provide several 

design options to incorporate the desired mix and quantity of uses within the County’s 

guidelines, and can provide valuable assistance during public hearings explaining the 

vision for the project, especially in an area such as the MLA where a certain level of 

imagination is necessary based on the existing uses onsite.  The Civil Engineer should act 

as one of the primary liaisons with the County during the entitlement process by 

coordinating other disciplines, submitting approval packages into the County, and 

discussing the packages with County Staff.   

The other primary liaison between MLB and the County is a Land Use Attorney, an 

absolute necessity when submitting for entitlement approval.  A Landscape Architect 

will not only assist in the permit approvals process with typically the minimal design 

necessary to receive approvals, but can also provide additional designs to help increase 

the desirability of the site through landscaping above and beyond the minimal 

requirements.  The project design Architect will also play an important role during the 

initial conceptual design and County negotiations, working closely with the land planner 
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to develop the structure footprints and then design the structures based on the 

conceptual footprints approved during entitlements.  Discussed in more detail in the 

legal section below, an ADA/FHA consultant is a must-hire to both provide sufficient 

access to persons with disabilities and avoid and claims by those persons against the 

MFA. 

As the design progresses, and Interior Designer should be retained to help give the 

project its own identity and assist with the Marketing strategy.  Mechanical, Electrical, 

Plumbing and Structural Engineers will be brought on board to help progress the design 

into the schematics phase.  A General Contractor or Cost Estimator should be engaged 

early in the design process to assist in developing accurate cost estimates. 

Even an all-star design team will require MLB’s management, and BTN suggests holding 

the designers to a firm schedule, limiting scope changes by negotiating a detailed scope 

within the designer’s contract, paying the designers on time and in turn, holding them 

accountable for their work product.  The successful design team should then be 

rewarded with references to other developers and with continued business from MLB.  

Finally, MLB should consider submitting the competed MFA for industry awards. 

MARKETING PLAN 

From BTN’s experience on almost every type of development, especially those in up-

and-coming and revitalization areas, the Marketing Plan is one of the most important 

processes for MLB to oversee throughout the development process.  A marketing 

budget should be established early, and any deviations from the budget should be 

analyzed and approved by MLB prior to execution.  Budget management will not only 
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help control costs but will also avoid setting any unnecessary precedents that would 

then have to be carried through the life of the project.   

The marketing plan should include a timeline for incorporating various initiatives, an 

outline of the target client for each use, incorporate focus groups and surveys to further 

analyze the demands of the target client, and possibly engage an outside consultant to 

provide an unbiased opinion on MLB’s plans to present the project to the target clients. 

IN-HOUSE DEVELOPMENT TEAM 

Should MLB decide to hire a team to oversee the development of MFA (MLB previously 

noted the development team consisted of retired family members working without 

compensation), BTN suggests appointing a Project Executive as the overall head of the 

project, who has responsibility for the performance of all facets of the development, 

construction and lease-up processes.  Working under the Project Executive, a team 

consisting of a Construction Project Manager, a Financial Analyst, a Marketing Manager 

and a Finance Manager would have responsibility for their individual parts of the project.  

These team members would report directly to the Project Executive. 

With both the in-house development team, outside consultants, lenders and the equity 

partner, BTN recommends a smooth and reliable flow of information in order to keep 

all parties up to date on the status of the project.  Team meetings, monthly reports, 

project websites and progress photos are all standard methods of keeping the team 

engaged and informed. 
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CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 

The Developers and Contractors who provided comparable hardcost pricing to BTN 

also emphasized the need for a strong and well-scoped contract with the General 

Contractor, design features that are efficient and easily constructible with quality design 

documents and a cost control plan to limit unanticipated charges. 

BTN suggest using a Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) contract with the General 

Contractor (GC), and include preconstruction estimating in the GC’s contract.  The 

GMP would limit MLB’s exposure to a certain ceiling for the scope agreed to in the 

contract, and could also include previsions for a shared savings should the GC’s actual 

costs fall below the GMP.  A milestone schedule should be included in the GMP to show 

the initial and final delivery dates agreed to by the GC.  BTN anticipates the MFA 

contracting would be awarded to a single GC, allowing for economies in the fee and 

general conditions that could be spread out over the three uses and two parking 

structures.   

The precast parking structures BTN proposed are intended to expedite the 

construction schedule and to provide parking for the contractors during construction.  

In order to deliver the garage members on schedule, MLB may have to pre-release the 

materials prior to executing the GMP.  The erection of the garage should begin as soon 

as the sitework is complete and prior to the start of the commercial or residential 

structures, allowing for the garage to be operational as soon as possible.  The layout of 

the inter-parcel access roads, which provide access to all four sides of every structure, 

will also help condense the construction schedule by providing for the most-efficient 

construction sequencing possible. 
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Cost controls for the construction of MFA should be focused on three areas: the 

construction schedule, timely information flow and efficient reconciliation of any claims 

or disputes for additional costs.   

The construction schedule should be reviewed and understood at GMP execution, then 

monitored no less than monthly by MLB to confirm the GC is meeting periodic 

milestones.  If the GC falls behind, MLB should immediately request a recovery schedule 

in accordance with the terms of the GMP contract.  The GC’s buy-out of subcontracts 

should be monitored and pushed to completion immediately following execution of the 

GMP. 

The GC will generate information requests and material submittals for review and 

approval, and MLB should work with the design team to address every piece of 

correspondence from the GC promptly.  Additional, periodic joint meeting with MLB, 

the design team and the GC should be held to confirm all issues are being addressed 

timely and to avoid any potential delay claims.  The periodic meetings should also serve 

as a forum to reconcile any claims for additional costs or schedule extensions by the GC 

or any member of the design team.   
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VII. LEGAL CONCERNS  

The potential legal challenges decrease as the project moves towards stabilization, so 

BTN recommends MLB focus on any likely issues as early as possible, including: 

 Land Closing – Confirm the seller complies with the terms of the purchase 

contract, and the final purchase price negotiations are completed in time to close 

on the land and begin construction as soon as the entitlements and permitting 

are obtained.   

 Entitlements – Despite the seemingly-clear guidance provided by Fairfax County 

in the Comprehensive Plan, navigating the entitlement approval process with any 

local government or jurisdiction is treacherous at best and MLB should retain a 

qualified land-use attorney to help guide the process. 

 Condo Shelf Regime – In order to provide MLB with the flexibility to possibly 

convert the residential or commercial spaces to condominiums, BTN 

recommends filing a shelf condominium declaration so MLB (or a future 

purchaser of MFA) can readily convert the project to condominiums. 

 Commercial Leasing – While the documentation associated with apartment 

leasing should be standard and non-negotiable with potential lessees, the 

commercial leases will be complex, especially since the site is mixed-use and the 

commercial buildings themselves are split between two uses.  BTN recommends 

having an attorney review all commercial leases prior to execution. 

 General Contractor – The single-largest expense on the project will be the 

hardcosts, and the contract negotiated with the General Contractor could 

ultimately decide the success of the overall project.  In order to minimize 
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disputes over costs and schedule, an experienced contracts attorney should aide 

MLB in any and all contract negotiations with the General Contractor. 

 Fair Housing Administration / Americans with Disabilities Act – With several 

uses onsite, both public and private, MFA will have to provide access to 

individuals with varying mobility capabilities.  BTN suggests hiring an experienced 

FHA/ADA consultant to review the building drawings for compliance, and the 

consultant should be hired via an attorney to protect attorney-client-privilege 

regarding the results of the consultant’s review.  
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS  

Secured by MLB to conduct a development analysis of MLB’s Merrifield Assemblage 

(MFA), BTN considered the financial and legal constraints associated with MFA, which  

MLB currently has under contract.  BTN’s goal was to develop a recommended use, or 

mix of uses, that would provide MLB with the greatest return possible within the known 

constraints.   

MFA’s location within a targeted redevelopment district, adjacent to several major 

modes of transportation and near the District of Columbia and Tysons Corner provides 

a unique and enticing opportunity.  The current uses onsite do not maximize the 

development potential of the site and the market demand and supply would support the 

additional uses proposed by BTN.  The entitlement and permitting process for those 

uses would more importantly be supported by Fairfax County, and one of BTN’s key 

points is MLB’s ability to capitalize on the development incentives offered by the County 

through density bonuses.   

Obtaining the County’s support is only possibly by adhering to a strict mix of uses, 

density and other development constraints, so BTN conducted analysis of individual 

uses that could potentially be developed without the County’s density bonuses.  The 

single-use analyses shown in Exhibits O, P & Q provide what BTN would classify as a 

worst-case analysis of the potential for MFA should MLB choose to proceed outside of 

Fairfax’s recommended redevelopment scenarios.  BTN then conducted a mixed-use 

analysis, summarized in Exhibit H, to determine the mix of uses that would achieve the 

County’s approval for density bonuses as well as provide the highest return to MLB. 
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The resulting comparison of the four analysis conducted clearly determined that the 

mixed-use product would best achieve BTN’s goals for MFA. 

BTN continued with a detailed analysis of the mixed-use option, providing a proforma 

for each of the uses proposed for the project (Exhibits L, M &N) and summarized each 

proforma into master budget (Exhibit I) and cash flow statement (Exhibit K).  

Assumptions were made for each of the financial inputs based on information gathered 

from industry sources and BTN’s experience on similar projects.    

The net result of all the analyses is a project that BTN anticipates will reward MLB with 

an overall IRR of 21.92% (42.28%  for the Developer and 18.37% for the investor), and 

BTN recommends that MLB take advantage of this unique opportunity and proceed 

immediately with the mixed-use proposal. 
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IX. EXHIBITS & REFERENCES 

Exhibit A – Reference Maps 

Exhibit B – Fairfax County Revitalization Plan – Merrifield Sector 

Exhibit C – Existing Conditions Photos 

Exhibit D – Merrifield Market Radi 

Exhibit E – Market Comparables 

Exhibit F – Demographics 

Exhibit G – MFA Development Timeline 

Exhibit H – MFA Executive Summary 

Exhibit I – MFA Master Development Budget 

Exhibit J – Land Value Analysis 

Exhibit K – MFA Annual Cash Flows 

Exhibit L – MFA Retail Proforma 

Exhibit M – MFA Office Proforma 

Exhibit N – MFA Apartment Proforma 

Exhibit O – Single-Use Retail Proforma 

Exhibit P – Single-Use Office Proforma 

Exhibit Q – Single-Use Apartment Proforma 

Exhibit R – MFA Single-Use Analysis 

Exhibit S – Fairfax County Transportation Improvement Plan 

Exhibit T – Comparable Hardcost Data 

Exhibit U – MFA Mixed-Use Site Plan 
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2 US Department of Labor , Bureau of Labor Statistics – Metropolitan Area Employment 

and Unemployment (Monthly) – November 2007 - 

http://www.bls.gov/news.release/metro.toc.htm  
3 Center for Regional Analysis, George Mason University – September, 2007 
4 CBRE Merrifield Town Center informational packet, 2006 
5 Fairfax County Department of Management and Budget – Economic Indicators – June 

2005 
6 Staubach Corporate Services – Northern Virgnia Market Report – 2nd Quarter 2006 
7 U.S. Census Bureau – Profile of Selected Economic Characteristics, Merrifield CDP, 

Virgnia 
8 Fairfax County Revitalization – Merrifield Demographics 
9 The Fairfax Newsletter - 10/23/06  
10 Fairfax County Staff Report (18OCT06) 

11 Fairfax County Revitalization | Office of Community Revitalization and Reinvestment 

(OCRR) - http://fcrevit.org/aboutus.htm  
12 Geotechnical information obtained from ECS, Ltd. report from neighboring property 

to the northwest, Metro Place III & IV 
13 Transwestern – Merrifield 2nd Quarter 2007 Submarket Report 
14 Fairfax County Comprehensive Plan – 2007 Edition 

(http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/dpz/comprehensiveplan/) 
15 Fairfax County Tax Assessment Increases:  Fairfax County Tax Payers Alliance 

(http://www.fcta.org/) 
16 Retail information received from interviews with Cushman & Wakefield and Kettler, 

Inc., Fall 2007. 
17 Real Estate Tax Rates:  http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/dta/tax_rates.html  
18 Comparable operating expenses provided courtesy of Kettler Management, Inc. 
19 Associated General Contractors – Construction Inflation Alert – October 2007 


